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HOW TO CONVERT VINAL RECORDS TO CDs.

Equipment required: Note: read the entire tutorial before you start!

Turntable to play the records on. If you have a lot of records and your turntable is just about at the end of its day you can still buy one. A couple of Japanese
manufactures such as Sony have fairly cheap ones. I purchased a Pioneer one that was only about $140.00. It has a pause button that lifts the cartridge off the
record and gently back down again when pressed again. This is ideal for recording. Another reason why new (the last few years) turntables are ideal is that
they have a built-in pre-amplifier and do not have to be connected to the Phono input of an amplifier. They can be connected to the CD or Aux input sockets.
If your Sound System does not have a line out socket, these turntables can be connected directly into the aux input of your sound card.

Sound Card. You will need a good quality sound card something like a SoundBlaster Live. It must have an Auxiliary input (or Line Input). The Microphone
input is not suitable. Some cards in laptops have only one input socket and this can be switched from Line in to Microphone in via the cards software. This
software is either accessed via the Mixer or the Speaker icon in the system tray. Remember this is the Record part of the software, more about this later. I have
yet to see a laptop that has a decent sound system.

Good Speakers on your computer. It is essential that you have good speakers on your computer so you can judge the quality of the recorded sound. You do
not need expensive 5.1 channel digital speakers.  Good 2.1 channel analog speakers are OK (these have two small speakers and one bass speaker ‘Woofer’).  
You must pay about $100 or more for suitable speakers. They should have Bass and Treble controls. An alternative is to connect the output of your sound card
to your sound system, if it has an auxiliary input. You will then know exactly what the recorded CDs will sound like (unless you have a laptop where the output
is usually a complete mismatch in impedance and the sound is terrible!).

Recording Software. I recommend Adobe Audition 1.5, this is available from http://www.adobe.com/products/audition/ for $US299.00. The recording
software in Windows or Nero is almost completely useless as they do not have any worthwhile editing features. Adobe Audition is a slightly revamped version
of the old, and very much used, Cool Edit Pro 2. Adobe purchased the software and now market it as Audition. Even after several years they have not changed
it much and the new version is almost identical to the old Cool Edit Pro 2. It is the best audio editing software by far in this price range. You can do almost
anything with audio files, even edit the audio track in a video clip.

Any Windows based computer will be good enough to record the records. Of course, you must have a CD Burner in the computer. If you are getting a
new computer, do not bother to put in a CD Burner, get a DVD Burner instead (all DVD Burners can write CDs and you will be able to work with DVDs as
well). Most CD Burners work well, but when it comes to DVD Burners you cannot go past Pioneer.

Setting it all up.

This is really very simple. You only have to connect the output of the turntable to the line in on your sound card. You can either connect the turntable directly
to the computer or via the line out on your sound system. Often the sound cards in laptops only have one input socket and this is switched between line in and
microphone via the software of the sound card. You can also record from a Cassette or Reel-to reel recorder or any other sound source.
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Step one:

Double click on the speaker icon in your system tray to bring up the sound card input/output controls.

The default is the Play Control which will show each time you start it. This refers to playing sound only and has no effect on recording.

To show the recording controls– Click on ‘Options’, then ‘Properties’ -
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Click on the ‘Recording’ button, then click ‘OK’.  
The recording controls will then show.

If the input via your Line In on the computer is far to low to obtain a suitable recording level the above
circuit can be used to connect to the Microphone input (this problem is common on laptops). It can be built
in a small plastic box and the cheapest way is not to have input and output sockets, but solder leads in and
out that will connect directly to your turntable/sound system and computer. You will need a 3.5 mm stereo
plug to go into the computer and possibly RCA plugs or sockets to connect to your sound system. Buying
ready-made leads is the cheapest and just cut off the end you do not need.

Get a TV tech (or a friend that is into electronics) to construct it for you.

Use the left and right controls to balance the channels (some records have a low left channel output) and the
master volume to set the recording level. Start with your Microphone level at half way.

Parts list: 4 x 2.2 k ¼ watt resistors; 2 x 10 k Log Pots; 1 x 10 k dual gang log pot; 1 output lead with 3.5
mm stereo plug; 1 input lead with suitable plugs to suit your turntable/Sound System; 1 suitable box.

If you buy all the parts from Dick Smith you can drill the box and install the three pots. It will then only
take a few minutes for a tech to solder the parts in. Make sure he connects all the earths together including
the metal back of the pots.
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In the Line-In section click on ‘Select’ to switch it on.  Move the Line-in volume to about half way.

You now have to start Adobe Audition (or Cool Edit Pro). The first time you run the program it will load a demo, multi-track file. Unless you are a
professional singer/band and want to create your own CDs you will not have much use for this advanced use of the program.  Click on ‘File’, then ‘Close all
sessions and waves’, then click on the ‘Edit View’ tab (or in Cool Edit click on ‘View’ and select ‘Edit Waveform’).   This is the screen that you will use for 
recording and editing the records.

Put a record on and start playing it. Make sure the Line-In is not ‘Muted’ in the Play Control of your sound card. The record should now be playing through
your computer speakers. Adjusting the Play volume will have no effect on the recorded level, only the Line-in volume on the Record Control will adjust it or
some cards like the Soundblaster Audigy 4 sound card have a separate‘Record level’conrtol.

Click on ‘File’, then ‘New’ –a window will pop up showing the settings. The correct sampling rate for Audio CDs is 44.1 Khz (44100 hz), ‘Channels’ should 
be ‘Stereo’ and Resolution should be ’16-bit’,  Click ‘OK’.
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You have now created a new file in CD Audio format ready to start recording.

It should look like the screen shot below.
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Click on ‘Options’ then ‘Monitor Record Level’ and the VU meters at the bottom will register the input level.  The ideal level is around –3 db. It should
hover between–6 and 0 db. If it goes above 0 db the sound is distorted. Use Alt/Tab (hold down the Alt key and press the Tab key) to jump back to your
recording level control. You should still be able to see the VU Meters so adjust the volume to bring it up to about–3 db. If the level is way down and moving
the recording volume to full only gives you about–20 db you can either record at this level and use Adobe Audition to amplify it or invest in a small pre-
amplifier that will boost the sound level. It should look like this.

To start recording, just click on the red record button. The best way to record is to get the record to the track you want to record and with the pause or arm-lift
control, lift the arm, then click on the record button and use the pause/play control on the turntable to lower the arm. This will give you a bit of blank space at
the start of the recording. If you do not have any of these controls on your turntable move the arm to near the end of the previous track, wait for the silent area
and click the record button. When the song is finished just click the stop button. When the song is recorded the first thing you do is trim the start and end.

The finished song should look something the screen shot below. You can clearly see the blank area at the beginning and end of the song.
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To highlight an area to delete or modify just position the mouse on the start area on the centre line, click and hold the left mouse button while dragging to the
end point.  To delete your selection simply press the ‘Delete’ key.  The trimmed file will look like this:-
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If you cannot increase the record level to the correct amount you can easily amplify the file. Should your recorded song look like this:-
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Click on ‘Effects’ move down to ‘Amplitude’ and click on ‘Amplify/Fade’.  A smallwindow will pop up.
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A recording with the volume this low requires a large amount of boosting. After a while you will be able to judge the amount needed. I have selected 10db
Boost.  Just click on ‘OK’ to apply the setting.  If it is too much or too little, click on ‘Undo’ and try a different amount.  10db boost will make the song look 
like this:-

While you can amplify the recording by any
amount you want, the song will sound much
better if you record it at the correct level.

Remember, if you need to boost the bass etc you
will need to record the song at a lower level.
With a bit of practice you will find it easy to
judge.
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The perfect recording level is when the loudest spikes just touch the top line ( 0 dB). This is a bit over, but will sound very good. You should aim to have all
the songs on a CD about the same volume. Many commercial CDs fail badly in this respect. Remember: this is the level for audio CDs, for video work the
level should be lower, between–9 and–6 db.
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Now if the song sounds satisfactory (after every change click the play button to check the result) just save it. It is a good idea so create a folder for each CD you
are making such as - c:\cd1 and save all the songs for that CD in it. Before you save the song you can type in the artist and song name information in the ID3
Tag.  This will be visible in a MP3 player when playing the song.  Click on ‘View’ then ‘Properties’ (or via the keyboard press Ctrl+p). From the Text Field
Names menu select ‘MP3 (ID3 Tag)’.  You can type in the song name and the artist. The rest of the information is not really needed and a waste of time.
When you have done this just click ‘OK’.  The song is now ready to save.  Click on ‘File’ then ‘Save As’.  If you have not yet created a special folder for the 
files you can do so now. Use the up-arrow button to get to ‘My Computer’, you will then be able to see all the drives onyour computer. Double click on the
drive where you want to save the files, say C, then click on the ‘Create New Folder’ icon,

then type in a name for the folder, say ‘Johnny Cash CD 1’ and hit ‘Enter’.  Now move the cursor down to ‘File name’, click and drag over ‘Untitled.wav’ 
and overtype it with the song name ’01 Big River–Johnny Cash’.  Be sure to have ‘Windows PCM (*.wav)’ selected as the ‘Save as type’.

I always create a MP3 version of each song I record.  To do this click on ‘File’ then ‘Save As’ then change the ‘Save as type’ to ‘mp3PRO(FhG)(*.mp3)’ 
then click on ‘Options’.  You are now ready to set the options for MP3 songs, once these options are set they will remain till you change them.  Set the options 
as per the following screen shot. When the options are set, click on ‘OK’
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The file can now be saved by simply clicking on ‘Save’, just click ‘File’ ‘Close’ to clear the edit window.  It is easier to save both the .wav and the .mp3 
versions in the same folder and sort them out later. Just remember to change the ‘Save as type’ back to ‘PCM .wav’ for the next song.  You may find it easier 
to just save .wav files first and then use a batch conversion to create the MP3 versions.

Batch conversions: Once you have saved all the .wav files and have closed the last one click on ‘File’ then ‘Batch processing’.  The following window will 
appear.

You can of course convert a MP3 song
back to a .wav file but this is not
recommended. It will never be as good
as the original wave file.
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Click on ‘Add Files’ and browse to the folder where you have saved the files for conversion.  Select the files by holding down the Ctrl key and clicking on
each file. Be careful to select .wav files only. Adobe Audition/Cool Edit create files with the extension of .pk that has information for opening the .wav files.
It is a good idea to go into Windows Explorer or My Computer and delete these files once you have finished editing the songs. You will not then accidentally
try to put them onto a CD.  When you have selected all the files to convert click on ‘Add’.  The songs will appear on the list of source files as per the above 
screen shot.

Next click on ‘Resample’ then ‘Conversion settings’, then ‘Change destination format’.  A new window will pop up where you set the conversion preset 
options.

Batch conversions are the way to go!
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The sampling rate should be 44100 Hz, move the quality slider to ‘High Quality’, Resolution should be 16 bit.  Click on ‘Save as’ and type in a name for your 
settings such as ‘My Songs’, click ‘OK, then click ‘OK’ on the ‘Convert Sample Type’ window and you will be back to the ‘Batch Processing’ window.

Now click on the ‘New Format’ tab, then from the ‘Output Format’ menu select ‘mp3Pro . . . .(.mp3)’.  Then click on ‘Format Properties’ and set the 
properties as per the following screen shot.
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When you have set the properties click on ‘OK’.

Now click on the ‘Destination’ tab. You can now create a new folder to save the MP3 files to.  Browse to the ‘Johnny Cash CD 1’ folder and click on ‘Create
new folder’.  Right click on the ‘New Folder’ name and select ‘Rename’, give it a name such as ‘MP3’.

Your Batch Processing window will now look like this:

If you select CBR (Constant Bitrate) the files will be much
larger and you will not notice much if any improvement.

Mp3Pro is great, but not if your player does not support it.
Not many portable players support this format but if they do
not the songs will still play but the special enhancement of
this format will not be heard. It works in a similar way to
Dolby sound on tapes.
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All you have to do now is click on ‘Run Batch’ and go and have a cup of coffee.  You can select as many files as you want to convert in one batch job.

It is difficult to know exactly how many songs you can fit on one audio CD. The CD file system is more efficient than the Windows system so 700 Mb of files
on a hard disk folder will be less than that on an audio CD. The best thing to do is to keep saving files in your special folder till they reach about 700 Mb.

A major problem can occur if you have the default settings in My Computer or Windows Explorer, you will not be able to see the extensions of file names
such as .wav, .mp3.  To fix this start one of these programs and click on ‘Tools’ then select ‘Folder Options’, the following window will appear.Click on
‘View’ then Scroll down to ‘Hide extensions for known file types’ and uncheck the box.  To be able to see all the files on your computer the options should be 
as follows.  Click ‘Apply’ and then ‘OK’ when you have changed the settings.
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To see how much space the files take up just browse to the folder in My Computer or Windows Explorer and move the mouse over the folder name. A small
window will pop up showing the files in the folder and the size in Mb.

Once you have about 700 Mb of files (after removing the .pk files) start Nero Burning software. You should be running Nero Express, not the confusing and
messy Nero Smart Start (smart is the last thing it is!). To create a shortcut on the desktop:- Right click on a blank space on the desktop, move to ‘New’ then 
‘Shortcut’. Click the Browse button and go to c:\program files\ahead\nero and click on nero.exe, then click ‘OK’, then click ‘Next’ and you can then either 
leave the name as nero.exe or type in something like ‘Nero Express’, click ‘Finish’.  You can now double click on this icon and go straight to Nero Express.
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Double click on the Nero icon on the desktop and the following window will appear.

In the ‘Which recorder would you like to use?’ menu select you CD burner.  If you have a DVD burner be sure to select the CD version of it as shown in the
above screen shot.  You then click on ‘Music’ and select ‘Audio CD’.  You then click on ‘Add’ and a window will show for you to select the .wav files for the
Audio CD. To select all the files in a folder, click on the first one and press Shift+end, they will all be selected (or right click on the first song and click on
‘Select All’).  Then click on ‘Add’, then ‘Finished’.

You are always better off burning your
CDs or DVDs with Nero, rather from
other programs. It just seems to make a
higher quality disk.

Unfortunately if you fill a DVD with
MP3 songs your DVD player will not
play it, even though it will play a CD full
of MP3 files. This was a very bad
oversight by DVD manufacturers.

BUT there is a way. For $US39.95 you
can buy Audio DVD Creator
http://www.audio-dvd-creator.com/

This program will put CDs, MP3 files
onto a standard video DVD with a menu
that will let you select the songs. Can
you imagine how many MP3 songs you
can fit on one DVD?

It’s fantastic and any audio buff cannot
be without it.

Even with this program, create the files
to the hard disk and use Nero to make the
DVD.
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The only easy way to get the tracks in the order you want themis when you name them start with a number, such as ’01 Big River–Johnny Cash’, not ‘1 Big
River–Johnny Cash’ as then 10 will come before 1.  I delete the number from the names in the MP3 songs.  I always use the name of the song and the artist 
in the file name because when you convert them to MP3 you need to know what the songs are.  Most of the songs I loaded for this demo had the name ‘Track
01’ etc.  Nero does not show the names very well in this window.  You can get up to 30 songs on a CD.  The blueline at the bottom shows the space taken (in
time), the yellow shows the extra space available on a 700 Mb (80 minute) CD, which is what all CDs are now days. This is just perfect, one more song will be
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too much. If you go over 700 Mb it will show in red and you will have to delete one or more songs. Deleting them from this window does not delete them
from your hard disk.  When you have all the songs that you want on your CD, click ‘Next’.

You can now type in the Title and Artist information (if you want to, it does not matter). It is best not to burn to fast and I recommend burning at 16x even if
your burner and disks support a much faster speed.  The slower burn will guarantee more compatibility with CD players.  Just click on ‘Burn’ and the job will
be done.

You will not be able to leave the CD
audio wave files on your hard disk as
they take up a huge amount of space
(30–50 Mb per file). When you have
made the audio CD (and perhaps a
backup copy also) you can delete the
files.

You do not need to delete the MP3 files
(unless you have a small hard disk like
40 or 80 Mb) as they will then be
always available to play on your
computer. I have about 1500 MP3
songs on my Multi-media computer
and if you play these with Win-amp
and have Random selection you hardly
hear the same song in a week.

If you don’t have Win-amp, download
it, it’s free! And the best MP3 player
program ever made.
http://www.winamp.com/player/

You can also get a ‘pro’ version for 
$US14.95 but it is not worth it.
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IMPROVING THE SOUND OF YOUR RECORDED RECORDS.

Often the audio from a record will not be as good as a commercial CD. With Adobe Audition you can do something about this. N.B. If you need to increase
the bass, treble etc. it is a good idea to record the song at a lower level as shown in the screen shot below.

Often the Bass is rather poor so next you will see how to make a Bass Boost filter and apply it to your songs.

Note:

If you are going to boost the bass and/or
other frequencies you need to record the
song at a lower level, say somewhere
between–12 and–6 dB so when you
boost these frequencies the new level will
not exceed 0 dB.
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When you have recorded a song and tested it by playing it in Audition and found that the bass was a bit weak this is the time to fix it up.  Click on ‘Effects’, 
move down to ‘Filters’ then out to ‘FFT filter’.  The following window will appear.

Most of the filters provided in the program are completely useless and youhave make your own.  On the top left of the window click on ‘Logarithmic’.  Click 
on the preset called ‘Kill the subharmonics’.  The blue line that indicates the amount of boost or cut starts at 0 dB on the right and dips down on the left.  Click 
on the far left little white square at the end of the line and drag it up to 0 dB.  Then click on ‘Flat’ and it will look like the example above.  The scale at the 
bottom of the window shows the audio frequency in Hz (Hertz). The Bass notes fall between 30 and about 150 Hz. To make a Bass Boost filter click the
mouse on these two points of the blue line, then click half way between the two markers you just created. Then click and drag the centre marker up to a bit
above the 10 dB line. You then add more markers and drag the line to form a curve as in the example below.
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To save this filter for future use click on ‘Add’ the type in a name ‘Bass Boost’, hit Enter.  Your filter should now look like the above example.  Click on 
‘Preview’ to listen what the changed song will sound like.  To compare with and without click the ‘Bypass’ on and off.  If the boost is too much simply reduce 
the curve. You can make as many filters as you like. Voice frequencies fall between 440 and 2000 Hz so boosting this range will bring the singers voice out of
the music. If the treble end of the music is a bit weak boost the range from 3520 to 14080 Hz. You can boost or cut any range you like. When it sounds like
you want it, click on ‘OK’ and the filter will be applied.  The song will now look like this.

You will need to vary your filters from song to song.
Usually about three versions of each one is enough
to cover most songs.

I usually name them:
Bass Boost low
Bass Boost Medium
Bass Boost High
Etc.

You can quickly jump from one to the other and test
it with ‘Preview’ and ‘Bypass’.
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You can see the song looks much louder. It is, but only in the bass region. This produces a good solid bass sound on your sound system. If your turntable is an
old type that is not belt driven you may have rumple and then you will not be able to boost the bass too much. You can remove the rumble with the preset
rumble filter in the program.

I adjust every song in some way that I record from records or tape and the end result is almost impossible to tell from a commercial CD.

REMOVING CLICKS AND POPS FROM RECORDINGS:

You often get a pop, click or scratch in a recording from records. There are special filters to take care of this. The pop or click will be visible in the recording as
a sharp spike that is much louder than the rest of the recording.  To make the noise filters visible on the tool bar click on ‘View’ then move down to ‘Toolbars’ 

and across to ‘Noise Reduction’ and click on it.  Just move the mouse over the icons and they will be identified. Instead of running the
filter over the entire file, just highlight the spike. You can enlarge the view by clicking on the magnifying glass with the + in it. Each click will enlarge the
view. To get back to normal view click on the magnifying glass under this one.

Oncethe spike is highlighted click on the ‘Remove clicks and pops’ icon.  The following window will appear:-

At first leave and settings where they are and select ‘Medium Reduction’.  Click 
‘Preview’ to see if it works OK, if not select another option.  When youare satisfied
click ‘OK’ to apply the filter.

Note: It is not possible to record from a very badly scratched record and turn it into a
good recording. If the scratches, clicks and pops occur throughout the recording the
filters will usually remove some of the audio as well and the end result may sound a
bit strange.

Having said that though, a few bad pops are easily removed.
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To remove crackle from a recording you have to select the ‘Remove background noise’ icon.  The following window will appear.

Before you can remove background noise you have to identify
it to the program. If you have a very crackly record, record
the blank space between tracks so you get only the noise and
no song with it. You need about 2 seconds of noise.

You then highlight the noise and open the ‘Noise Reduction’ 
window at the left.  Click on ‘Capture Profile’.  The noise 
will be recorded and in the window that follows click on
‘Save’ and give the profile a name, such as ‘Record crackle’.  
Close the Noise Reduction window and open the file you
want to remove the crackle from.

Highlight the part (or all) of the song where the noise is and
click on the ‘Reduce background noise’ icon again.  Click 
on ‘Load from File’ and open the ‘Record crackle’ filter 
that you created. You can adjust the level of the noise
reduction. High noise reduction will probably distort the song
so start low.

Play the result, if it is no good click on undo and try again.
You can use the ‘Preview’ and ‘Bypass’ to test the filter 
before applying.

One fantastic use for this type of filter is in bird recordings
when you have a cicada or another bird calling in the
recording. Just make a filter from the call you do not want
and you can remove it completely.
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RE-AUTHORING CDs.

If you have CDs of the 60s rock songs you have probably been disappointed with the quality of the sound. I have no idea why the sound was not improved
before putting them on CDs.

To extract CD audio from a CD:

Insert the CD in your CD Rom drive. If you hold down the shift key while you insert it and keep it held down till the light on the drive stops blinking the
autorun in Windows will not open a program to play the CD.

Click on ‘File’ then ‘Extract audio from CD’.  The following window will appear:

If you have more than one CD Rom drive,
select the one that contains the CD. All the
tracks on the CD will appear in the ‘Source
Selection’ window.  To extract them just 
click on ‘OK’.

The files are extracted as one large file and
then split up. The tracks are listed as Track
01 etc and show in the file list window on the
left of the screen. See screen shot below.

Some CD Rom drives will not let you extract
audio from CDs , such as Sony (guess why),
in this case you will not see the track list. If
you have one of these dump it and get a new
Pioneer DVD burner.
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As you can see the audio level is quite low on the first song and all 14 on this CD were the same. The sound quality was very good so all I did was apply a 6 dB
boost with the ‘Effects’ / ‘Amplify’ filter.

There are several reasons why you would want to re-author a commercial CD. The main one is to improve the sound quality. Another reason might be to
create CDs with mixed artists rather than all songs being by the same artist. Yet another reason is to do the opposite and extract all songs by the same artist
from a number of CDs and put them on one new one. Very rarely are all the songs on a CD worth having. When you re-author it is a good opportunity to dump
the dud ones.

Some songs have a long silent period at the end, I like to delete most of this.

When you have edited the song to your satisfaction save it as before.

I do all my MP3 extractions this way, rather than use a mass extractor and converter. It takes a lot longer of course, but once your songs has been re-edited
exactly to your liking you will have a much more worthwhile collection.

CREATING A MP3 CD.

If you are only going to play the MP3 songs on your computer you do not really need to put them on CDs, except as a backup. However, if you have a portable
MP3 player or one in your car you will want to have them available on a CD.

Be sure to save all your songs with the name of the song and artist, such as ‘Big River – Johnny Cash’ and add the ID3 tags to the song as explained earlier in 
this tutorial. There is really nothing complicated to making a MP3 CD, it is simply a data CD with MP3 files on it. I prefer not to have folders on the CD as it
is usually a bit complicated to access folders on MP3 players and if the CD is split up into folders all the songs are usually not available at once (except with
Kenwood car players). If they are all in the root folder of the CD they will all appear in alphabetical order and one CD will play all day with up to about 250
songs on it. Also you can set your player to random selection and you will get a good mix. If you have a MP3 player in your car you need only take a small
number of disks with you during a long trip.

If your car has a CD player that cannot play MP3 disks there is a simple solution. Belkin make a FM transmitter that is ideal for this purpose. It is a very high
quality stereo transmitter that runs on 12 V. In the home you can use it with a 12 V plug pack. It sells for about $80.00 from Dick Smith and many other
outlets. You just plug the output of your MP3 player into the transmitter, select a suitable frequency and tune your FM receiver to that frequency.  It’s a great 
way to get audio from anywhere in the house to your sound system (without wires) and even to a portable receiver in the garden. You will need a lead with a
suitable plug to get power from your car.
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Once you have created enough MP3 songs to fill a CD simply start Nero Express, select ‘Data’, then ‘Data disk’. Click on ‘Add’ and browse to the folder 
where your files are. Right click on a file and click on ‘Select all’. Click ‘Add’ then ‘Finished’.
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Click ‘Next’ and you can type a name for the disk, then click ‘Burn’.  I call my MP3 CDs ‘Super CDs’ and name them SUPER CD1 etc.
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You will have between 100 and 250 songs on
your MP3 disks so it is a good idea to create a
list of the songs on each one and keep it with
the disk. For this I use Tree Print. It is a free
utility that links to Windows Explorer. Just
search for it on the web or download it from
http://www.lancs.ac.uk/iss/support/treeprt.htm

As well as printing a list of all files in a folder
you can save the list to a text file. I then load
it into Word and set it out as an insert in a CD
case. There are also many other utilities
available that will do the same thing. Look for
the free ones!

ENJOY!


